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Editor’s
Notes
the etca board of directors has further discussed the question of a yearly
membership roster, taking comments
from members into consideration. We
have decided that the roster with contact
information should be revived, but only for
members who choose to opt into it. With
this issue, you will find a form on which
you can choose (a) not to be included on
the roster at all, (b) to be included only
with your name and general location, or
(c) to be included with more information,
such as your e-mail address, postal address, telephone, website, and areas of special interest. You may return this form to
Herman Price by post, e-mail your choice
to him at typewriter.museum@gmail.com, or
fax it to 304-599-8076. In the future, new
members will be offered the same choice
when they join us. The next roster will be
mailed together with our Winter 2018-19
issue. Please be aware that if you choose to
include your information on the roster, it
will be available to all ETCetera subscribers,
including some museums that may potentially make it available to the public.
after sylvia plath’s hermes 3000
sold at auction recently for nearly
$46,000, I was contacted by a reporter
who asked me a few questions about the
field. I wonder whether you agree with
my answers.
What is your perspective on the market
for collectors—has it remained static? Are
prices going up?
It is a bit hard to nail down typewriter
values, as they depend on the condition
of the machine, particular collectors’ predilections, and sheer luck. But in general,
values have been going up, especially
for more common and recent portables,
which appeal to those who want to use
the machines, not just collect them. This
class of typewriters draws increasing
attention in today’s culture—thanks to
the recent award-winning documentary

“California Typewriter,” typewriter-loving celebrities such as Tom Hanks, John
Mayer, and Lady Gaga, and books with
titles such as Notes from a Public Typewriter, Typewriter Rodeo, and Chasers of the
Light: Poems from the Typewriter Series.
Are there undersung rarities we should be
looking at that might be a good investment?
Many early-20th-century typewriters are undervalued because they have
familiar-looking mechanisms (4 rows
of keys, immediately visible typing,
inking by ribbon, etc.). But I think that
nice examples of rare makes will increasingly be appreciated by collectors.
Examples would include the Visigraph
(US), Hesperia (Italy), or British Empire
(UK). Postwar electric typewriters have
generally been ignored by collectors, but
some are rare and mechanically interesting, such as the Remington Statesman,
Underwood Raphael, and Hermes Varia,
all of which type proportionally (a W is
wider than an I). Electronic typewriters
from the 1980s and ’90s could be a good
long-term investment; rare models in
working condition can currently be had
for little or nothing.
What do you think is the allure of these
designs?
Typewriters evoke bygone worlds
through their external designs, their mechanical construction, and the social and
political history that is reflected in them.
They appeal to both lovers of engineering and lovers of language. Like musical
instruments, they can be used to create
compositions that the world has never
seen before. And today, when we are ever
more aware of the digital world’s corrosive effects on privacy, thinking, and
social relationships, typewriters offer
one way to regain a healthy perspective
on technology. ■

The Path of
Invention
by james petroski
it has been about one year since i
began the hobby of collecting and using
typewriters, and the highlight of the
first year was attending the gathering at
Herman’s. For a person new to the hobby,
the event was nearly overwhelming and
left me in awe of the machines and the
people who collect them.
However, there was one portion of the
event which I instinctively understood
deeply, and I don’t believe many other
people do in the typewriter field. Several
times pictures and images of patent art
were displayed and discussed, and for me
a flood of memories and emotions came
to mind. I am a mechanical engineer, and
primarily a research and development
type of engineer, researching early and
new concepts. In my long career, I’ve designed and built equipment and products
for a wide variety of uses and fields, from
defense equipment to space experiments
aboard the shuttle to commercial products such as LED lighting. It was during
over 15 years in LED lighting design and
development that I saw much of my work
turned into patents, and with over 30
patents in the LED lighting and thermal
engineering areas, I understand the patent process well—along with all the work
that leads up to an issued patent. The
LED field was in an enormous state of
flux and development from 1996 to about
2013 when I was involved in it, a period
not unlike the late 1800s to early 1900s
for typewriter development. From that
background I felt an intuitive kinship
with the early typewriter inventors, and
gained an understanding that this article
will attempt to convey to collectors.

The need for invention

as modern western civilization attempts to improve its physical condition, it has developed the machines and
objects used to simplify labor and reduce time and exertions. Normally ideas
are developed long before the objects are
made because a need is seen. Usually the

first patents in a field exemplify this by
stating the goal of what the invention
will be, even if the how is foggy. The
first typewriter patent demonstrates
this process. The first written record¹ is
the seminal British patent No. 395 from
1714 of Henry Mill. In that patent are
these words:
An artificial machine or method for the
impressing or transcribing of letters
singly or progressively one after another, as in writing, whereby all writings
whatsoever may be engrossed in paper
or parchment so neat and exact as not
to be distinguished from print; that
the said machine or method may be of
great use in settlements and publick records, the impression being deeper and
more lasting than any other writing,
and not to be erased or counterfeited
without manifest discovery…
If you carefully parse out this patent
claim, you can see how the need for a
machine is thoroughly stated—the what it
will do—but nothing is said about how it
is to be accomplished. Later patents of the
1800s and 1900s protect various approaches to how this is done, but if you want to
describe what a typewriter does you will
find few better written descriptions.

Prolific invention

once this need is seen, the process
of invention begins as people begin
to think of ideas for how to solve the
problem. It is an exciting period for any
type of machine or object development.
The field is wide open; there is no one
preferred way to solve the problem.

Many creative ideas emerge. The pace of
development is dizzying even to those
working in the field.
To imagine this yourself, reread patent
395 by Mill quoted above. Pretend you
know nothing of any typewriter design—
hard for us who collect—and then think
how you would design a mechanism to
solve this problem. A number of ideas
would result over time. Similarly, from the
time of Mill’s patent, typewriter development starts and the field moves from no
inventions to a wide variety of concepts
and mechanisms when the first massproduction typewriters appear in the late
1800s. When there is no “best” solution
obvious in the early development period
(assuming a solution even exists in a field),
many types of solutions will be created by
various inventors. Designs usually settle
upon some favored path, but commercial
influences may dictate the successful one
rather than what some may consider a
better solution. In this context, the types
of lever and linkage actions coalesced into
five general mechanism classes identified by Adler: typebar, index, typewheel,
plunger, and thrust.² Four of these classes
have a number of distinctive sub-classes.
Eventually manufacturers settled on the
segment/basket design as dominant for
the manual typewriter mechanism, but
the large variety of designs to solve the
Mill patent statement shows that a new
field produces a great diversity of inventions. The mechanisms such as the thrust
class used in the Kanzler typewriters or
the index class used in the Mignon are
foreign designs to anyone only familiar
with typewriters from office use in the
last half of the 20th century.
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Kanzler mechanism, courtesy Polt collection

Mignon, photo by CEphoto, Uwe Aranas

How does this prolific period develop?
History shows that there are two ways it
begins. One is a generally slow development of various inventions, so that the
beginning is defined by a period between
several years and a number of decades.
Typewriters have this type of beginning, though the pace increased as 1900
approached. Part of the reason for this
slow development is that typewriters appeared in the early phase of the Industrial Revolution, and widespread largescale manufacturing was only beginning.
Other fields of invention have a sharply
defined beginning point, often because
every needed technology except one is
already available. The 1995 development
of the bright blue LED—necessary for
making useful white light—sparked the
revolution in modern LED lighting, as it
was the one and most important remaining item; the inventor was awarded a
Nobel Prize for it in 2014 because of its
significance.
One point to note during these early
development periods is that inventors
initially borrow heavily from existing
categories of machines (often fully mature designs) and gradually develop new
or adapted inventions optimized for the
new field. For the new typewriter, objects
such as musical instruments (the piano
in particular), telegraphs, and timepieces all fed ideas of mechanisms into
inventors’ thoughts. The 1851 printing
telegraph of Charles Wheatstone incorporated a piano keyboard and is a good
example.³ Similarly, Jacob Brett’s printing telegraph used ideas borrowed from
skeleton clocks of the era.⁴

process is similar because people drive
the process. From the initial conception of an idea to the product’s leaving a
company, several common threads are
observed, no matter the century.
The idea conception process happens
in all cases. At some point, the inventor
has an idea to create the “how” to solve
the “what.” Sometimes that happens
in a moment or a flash of insight as the
inventor goes about normal business;
other developments are slow and steady
progressions of ideas. What you see in
a patent or drawing is the final result of
that initial concept formed in the inventor’s mind.
Between that concept and the final
product is a long process. Inventors scrutinize the idea for weaknesses and look
for improvements; it is not uncommon
for these thoughts to intrude at any time,
including waking up in the middle of the
night with a thought to jot down (that
has happened to me). Ideas are examined
closely by groups of people who may
be close friends, coworkers and investors (the latter often attempting to bring
some sense of reality to the process while
the inventors are involved in selling their
idea). These meetings can be creative
sessions, debates, or arguments, and
sometimes deteriorate into something
worse. Inventors are, above all, extremely passionate and are consumed with
their ideas and developments. Thinking
about the invention is nearly nonstop in
their minds. It is not too far of a stretch
to describe it as giving birth in some
instances—it is never away from your
consciousness and is frequently painful.
Once you add attorneys to the process, it
becomes more complicated.
At the same time, other parts of
development happen. Usually other
competitive products are obtained

The development process

it is interesting that whether one
examines developments in a field over
100 years ago or modern inventions, the
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(usually through normal means, but
subterfuge has happened in some cases)
and comparisons are made in product
teardowns. The inventor is often putting
prototypes of his design together and
evaluating them. The story of Thomas
Oliver using tin cans, pieces of rubber,
and metal shears illustrates how ideas
are often cobbled together in early and
simple prototypes. If we could look at
early inventors’ workbenches we would
likely see bits and pieces of parts and assemblies strewn about the benches, with
some finished and many unfinished or
unrefined concepts. One day I returned
home from work, where my development
projects were making some of the earliest prototype LED flashlights. My wife
asked me if perhaps I would consider
removing some flashlights, as she and the
children counted 47 flashlights—in the
master bedroom alone.
Some inventors create even more
general chaos as they work on multiple
inventions at the same time. Mr. Oliver
developed a cotton harvester, camera, and
vending machines besides his typewriter.
Stories of inventions from the late 1800s
are filled with examples of inventors
working in several fields simultaneously,
with Thomas Edison as perhaps the most
famous example. In a worse case, the inventors work on an idea and partially finish it, moving on to something of greater
interest to them. Those ideas must be
picked up by the remaining people or
the ideas will simply die. Adler’s book
documents many examples of this in the
mid-1800s development period.⁵
All of this comes to a collision with
investors and business partners who
want a final product line and sales to see
a return on investment. Disagreements
or even clashes between inventors and
the business side are common, especially
if the inventors are perfectionists or are
working on multiple fields. Business and
legal people have often used the colloquial phrase “herding cats” when referring
to keeping inventors on course.
As ideas are finalized, the patents we
see are written and submitted. What we
see are these final ideas, though future
patents often refine the original concept
and extend it through improvements. As
you read a patent you do not see the difficult and often tumultuous development
process, but it was there in the lives of
the inventors and those around them.

Documenting the history

as we read typewriter patents, we
can glean some history of the inventor
in the patent. It is, however, a single
snapshot of the invention and does not
contain the often numerous ideas and
concepts tried and abandoned which
would show the thinking behind the
final idea. Sometimes we have this
information from documents left behind by inventors, or even early failed
prototypes. The struggle to find the
right mechanisms to produce the best
typewriter is only seen in the history of
failed models and prototypes, or in inventor’s notebooks. The most ubiquitous
history discussed in the typewriter field
is the reason behind the QWERTY keyboard. We have at best forensic analysis
for the layout, but we have lost the firstperson description of the design thinking.⁶ Given the history of LED patents I
observed, I would safely guess we have
well under half the history of typewriter ideas and concepts during the prolific
invention period. Many ideas would
have been proposed and abandoned;
however, frequently ideas have other
applications later in a different field,
when technology has developed to take
advantage of them.

Edison’s notebook (courtesy of Thomas Edison
National Historic Park)

Inventor’s notebooks are a storehouse
of these ideas, provided the inventor
kept them and they were preserved.
The past US patent process encouraged
these notebooks because, until 2013, it
was based on a first-to-invent system.
The notebooks documented when that
invention occurred (each page of the
notebook was dated and signed, along
with a witness dating and signing). Once
the US became a first-to-file system like
most of the world, filing patents became

more important than keeping an accurate notebook. Today’s invention process
has likely lost historical documentation.
The fact that we do not have many notes
from early typewriter inventors is a
similar loss, because we often don’t know
what they thought would work, but they
found out did not work; how and what
the inventors thought is not preserved.
As historian David McCullough notes,
we know more of what Franklin D. Roosevelt thought in his address to the US
Congress asking for a declaration of war
because we have his corrections to the
typewritten manuscript of his speech.⁷

Richardson Golf Ball

The essence of the idea

as many people read patents (utility
patents⁸ in particular), they focus on the
patent drawings and often the explanation of them in the body of the patent.
However, neither of those are the heart
of the patent. The last section, known
as the claims, is the actual patent and
must stand on its own. These claims are
what is protected and where any patent
litigation will focus. Some claims stand
by themselves (independent), and others
derive from an independent claim (dependent). To understand what the patent
is stating and seeking to protect, you
must understand the claims.
It is not surprising, then, how difficult it is to write claims in a way that
is clear and precise, yet broad enough to
protect key elements of the object. They
tend to be written in legalese and are
somewhat difficult to read, but normally
a great deal of time was used to prepare them so they are not infringing on
other work or seeking to patent what is
already available in the public domain,
yet remain broad in scope. If you choose
to look at an early broad patent by an
inventor, take time to study and review
the claims. What you see in the drawings is really only one embodiment of
the idea (or perhaps a few if multiple
concepts are shown). The idea may be
far broader in scope given the perspective of history. It is not difficult to
extrapolate the IBM Selectric type balls
from the 1884 “golf ball” of H. B. Richardson’s patent (US292,854) or the later
and more robust Blickensderfer typewheel design (US685,085). The daisywheel typewriters and word processors
are seen as descending from the Victor
index typewriter of 1889 (US409,289).

Blickensderfer Type Wheel

The broader view

as mentioned early in this article,
many people I spoke with at Herman’s
looked at patent drawings as a source of
understanding how a particular mechanism and typing system worked. As
someone who has a fairly broad invention background, I see much more. I see
the consuming passion of the inventor’s
mind; a search for ways to solve the key
problem and create a business; complex
and often contentious relationships
between inventors, family members, investors and business associates; sleepless
nights; painstaking building of prototypes and disappointment when they fail;
trial and error of many ideas, with most
ideas being tossed aside; difficult decisions about how to bring a final product
to market; and worries about competitors’ developing better ideas sooner than
you, or worse, stealing your ideas and
forcing court battles. These explain why
I simultaneously have an excitement and
a knot in the pit of my stomach when I
study typewriter patents and their history, and my hope for you is to have some
sense of this path of invention. ■
The author thanks the editor and a member
of the ETCA board.
e (endnotes on page 15)
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The
Complex
Simplex
by tony casillo
it’s no secret that the simplex typewriters were offered in a wide assortment of model designations over a
sixty-year period with the basic design
remaining unchanged throughout its life.
Collectors just beginning their search for
typewriters quickly realize how abundant these little devices are. This wellknown typewriter was first patented by
Analdo English in 1892, followed by two
patents credited to Phillip Becker and
William J. Thompson. Still later, patents
were assigned to Samuel A. Thompson.
There was an obvious market for their
typewriter, and these inventors seemed
interested in developing and improving it
further, as there were at least ten patents
issued over the life of the machine.
The first Simplex typewriter of 1892
could have become another dismal typewriter failure, yet it found a niche and
survived in the crowded 1890s typewriter
marketplace. The Simplex was priced
at $2.50 and was manufactured without
serial numbers. What began as a capitalsonly circular index design labeled “The
Simplex TYPE WRITER” soon evolved
into “The Improved Simplex Typewriter”—one that could type in upper
and lower case. The company seemed to
prosper throughout the 1890s, to judge
by the frequency with which surviving
examples surface, yet Simplex was still a
relatively small company. The New York
State Factory Inspector’s Report of 1898
indicated that the Simplex Typewriter
Company employed 8 males in its factory
in New York County. By comparison, in
the same report, The Franklin Typewriter Company employed 40 (32 males and
8 females) and Wyckoff, Seamans and
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Benedict (Remington) employed 851 (810
males and 41 females) in their factories.
This story is not only about a particular Simplex typewriter, but also about
how sometimes, when collecting, one
needs look carefully at what’s being offered to one. I dismissed this typewriter
as one of the many more common variations of Simplex when I first saw photos
of it last year. To me, it was not one of the
more sought-after early models that used
a paper holder to transport the paper
through the machine, and I was going to
pass on it. But noticing the three keys on
it caught my eye and prompted me to take
a closer look. Here’s what I discovered.
In 1902, ten years after the first Simplex typewriter appeared on the market,
the most complex Simplex ever was
introduced. A patent was applied for on
March 25, 1901 and granted exactly one
year later, March 25, 1902, to William J.
Thompson and Philip Becker. It was assigned US patent number 696304. “The
New Simplex No. 8” was introduced as
a larger, more robust machine than the
models that preceded it. Inside its heavygauge metal framework is a large cylindrical platen (made of wood and painted
black) with a ratchet and detent mechanism for consistent line spacing. Platen
knobs are attached at both ends. A set of

four rubber feed rollers assist in feeding
paper while a paper bail holds the paper
down. The print mechanism is hinged at
the rear and can be lifted to view one’s
work in a manner similar to most understrike typewriters. A total of three keys
control the printing and spacing. One key
is for printing lowercase characters and
another for spacing (this configuration
was also included in the earlier Improved
Simplex). The third key is a unique
spring-loaded “Caps” key that, when depressed, forces the selected character to
shift to upper case, print it and advance
a space on the writing line, all in one
motion. To the right of the cluster of keys
is a finger latch providing a means of
disengaging the escapement and returning the typehead to the left margin. Still
further to the right are a warning bell
and a trigger mechanism to signal the
end of the writing line. This all sits atop
a richly nickel-plated frame with a scale
and escapement teeth embossed into it.
This specimen came in a wooden carrying case with a label, “Directions for
Operating,” pasted to the lid.
“The Improved Simplex Typewriter”
was described in detail in the April 12,
1902 issue of Scientific American magazine and an advertisement for a “No. 8,
Latest Patent, with Automatic Shift Key”

also appeared in that publication. This
same advertisement also appeared in the
March 22, 1902 issue of Collier’s magazine. I could not find any other advertisements for this model, leading me to believe that it was marketed for only a brief
period in 1902. At $10, it was four times
the cost of the original model of 1892.
The question here is: Was this Simplex’s
attempt to design a typewriter more
suitable for use in business? The sole
advertisement I did find for the Model
8 alludes to the machine’s being capable
of commercial use—“Machines that will
write good business letters quickly.” But
at $10, there would have been many other
options for potential buyers. Did Simplex
simply add too much to their basic design
and shoot themselves in the foot with the
No. 8? I’m speculating here when I say
that this may be why it was withdrawn
so quickly, but whatever the reason, the
machine seems to have made its entrance
and exit in a matter of only a few months
in 1902. As I see it, during its first ten
years, there was an ongoing effort to
transform the Simplex into a more powerful writing device, possibly something
that could be used for office work. This
appears to have culminated with the
failed Model 8. With the idea for creating a business typewriter now behind

them, Simplex found its place as a youth’s
educational and novelty typewriter that
endured for the next five decades.
I’m well into my fourth decade of typewriter collecting and I still find there’s
always something to be learned during
my hunt for these machines. I try to keep
an open mind. While researching this
typewriter, I contacted others who have
large Simplex typewriter collections.
Other than the patent showing the design
we now know, they were unaware of the
Model 8. Fritz Niemann’s 1990 publication
Blechspielzeug Schreibmaschinen (Tin Toy
Typewriters) includes a fairly extensive
catalog of Simplex typewriters, yet it does
not include a Model 8. I did find a “New
Simplex 8” included in the 1993 Clark collection list printed in ETCetera, No. 23. I
know of no other examples of this model.
The moral of the story is simple: if
you are offered a typewriter, look carefully, then look again, closely. You never
know what you’ll discover on a second
look. You may have only one opportunity to purchase that typewriter. I’ve said
this many times over the years: “My only
regrets in typewriter collecting were
never with the machines I purchased,
they were always with the ones I didn’t
buy, the ones that got away.” I’m glad
this one didn’t. ■

Scientific American, April 12, 1902
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Collectors’
Corner

The
Brumfields

The Brumfields, left to right: Connor, Ian, Brian, Kim, Trevor, Caitlin.

Just outside Marysville, in the countryside of
central Ohio, there is the Brumfield family.
There are six – Kim and Brian; three sons,
Ian, Connor and Trevor; and the ever adorable Caitlin –along with chickens, ducks,
and lots of typewriters. They are all smart,
engaging, constantly on the go, and most
pertinent, all typewriter collectors! Brian
even has a busy typewriter repair business, hence his knowledgeable advice in the
Antique Typewriter Maintenance Group on
Facebook. It is my privilege to know them
and call them friends. —Danny Jordan
Danny: How did you get started collecting typewriters?
Ian: We had a typewriter on display
in the library that I wasn’t allowed to
touch. After years of longing, I asked for
a typewriter for my 15th birthday. It went
downhill from there.
Connor: I thought that Ian’s typewriter was cool and I hopped on the
bandwagon.
Trevor: My older brother Ian got
a typewriter, then I really wanted a
typewriter because I thought Ian’s was
super cool.
Caitlin: Ian gave me a blue SmithCorona Silent Super for Christmas.
Kim: I blame Ian and Brian.
Brian: Repairing Ian’s first typewriters
created a fascination for me regarding the
differences of typewriters from model to
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model, manufacturer to manufacturer,
and era to era. I started out wanting to
discover the differences, and was lured by
their charm and personalities.
What was your most memorable find?
Ian: 4 Royal Emperors, a Royal RP, a
number of Royal HEs, and a few REs in
South Bend, Indiana. All at once.
Connor: My near-mint 1914 Corona 3
on eBay for about $40 with shipping.
Trevor: My most memorable typewriter that I found was an Underwood
that I saw under the table in Richard
Polt’s garage.
Caitlin: I like the blue Smith-Corona
the most.
Kim: The black crinkle repainted
(duotone Red) Royal P that I bought hoping it might be the Vogue type style—
and it was!
Brian: I think it was the fine condition $45 1900 Hammond 2 with the case,
shuttles and paperwork.
What was your best deal?
Ian: The numerous machines listed
above—they were free!
Connor: I think that’s taken by my
extremely late $50 Remington 2.
Trevor: The free typewriter I got for
Christmas. It was a Canadian Remington
noiseless.

Caitlin: I haven’t really made any deals.
Kim: That same black crinkle painted
Royal P with Vogue; I think it was $45.
Brian: There are a few that basically
tie, but the aforementioned Hammond
2 is probably what I consider to be the
most amazing.
Have you had any “big ones” that got away?
Ian: A double tan late ’50s Royal Speed
King—it was on display in a local stationery store, and they didn’t want to sell. I
did eventually find one, but it was upsetting at the time.
Connor: There’s so many its hard to
say, but a Royal HH with a Westinghouse
Electric logo key was a big one.
Trevor: A Royal tombstone-key
typewriter that I got from a fellow typewriter collector.
Caitlin: No.
Kim: I’m sure I do, but I’ve blocked
them from my memory.
Brian: Yeah, I won a $75 Yost 11 on
eBay and the seller totally flaked on me.
I was crushed.
What kinds of machines especially
fascinate you?
Ian: The Royal electric line—so many
hundreds of thousands of them were
made, yet so few survive. That counterintuitive recent rarity fascinates me.

Connor: The action of a Blickensderfer never gets old.
Trevor: Remington noiseless.
Caitlin: None of them, really.
Kim: I like machines that are pretty
colors, or uncommon type styles.
Brian: Some of the quirkiest machines
are my favorites. The oddest type mechanisms are the most fascinating – like the
Williams and Yost. What I call “transitional” machines are also high on my list;
these are the machines that were between
major technology shifts in the industry,
like the Royal flatbed design – it seems to
be a “hail Mary” pass by Royal, which had
just been hit with a lawsuit by Remington
and was forced to pull the Royal Grand.
What are some favorites in your collection?
Ian: Despite my Royal fixation, my
favorite desktop is a 1958 Underwood
Golden Touch. The touch is fantastic,
the sound is great, and it never gives me
trouble. My favorite portable is a toss-up
between a ’38 Royal Speed King and a ’29
Royal P. Electrically speaking, the Royal
550 is my favorite, though I may change
my mind when I use the Emperor more.
Connor: My Princess and Remington
Compact have to be my go-to typewriters for typing; the older machines, like
my Oliver, Blickensderfers, and Remington no. 2, have to be my favorite for
aesthetics, though.
Trevor: My Canadian Remington
Noiseless is my favorite.
Caitlin: My first favorite is my blue
Smith-Corona Silent Super, because it
was my first machine. I also really like
the white Royal Safari that Mr. Burbano
gave to me at my first time going to Herman Price’s meet-up.
Kim: My two Vogue Royal P typewrit-

ers and the colorful Royal FPs, HEs, REs,
and really, all the script machines.
Brian: The machines that I’ve acquired from other collectors hold a very
special place in my collection. I am also
particularly fond of German machines,
especially the ones that are not made by
the mainstream manufacturers. Take for
instance, the Keller und Knappich Princess, which is so beautifully designed and
also delightfully small. The Lettera 22
is also my favorite from an engineering
perspective, it is simply an engineering
masterpiece. My favorite to type on is the
very simple, understated 1935 Diplomat
(Olympia 1), which is a dream to type on.
It appears to be a war prize machine that
was brought back and expertly reworked
to serve as an English-language/American-symbol-added machine, and that
makes it even more special.
What are some of your dream machines?
Ian: It’s almost impossible, but I
am pining after the Royal 553 coin-op
electric. Beyond that, a Royal Grand (I
can hear your laughter from here) or a
Royal flatbed 2.
Connor: If I could have anything it
would have to be a Blickensderfer no.
1, but out of the typewriters that I have
a chance of finding or getting from
someone else, I’d say a colorful prewar
Rheinmetall.
Trevor: I don’t.
Caitlin: Not really.
Kim: I’m hoping to get a vertical
script typer, and I would love an Olivetti
Graphika with Cassandre type.
Brian: I really want to find a Bennett
and a Williams. I consider those to be
more realistic than the split-keyboard
Rheinmetall portable and standard

machines, which top my list of dream
machines.
Do you ever use typewriters, or do you
just put them on a shelf?
Ian: I use them, though not as often as
I used to. Life gets in the way of regular typing, but I use a machine at every
opportunity. I have initiated long-form
written correspondence with an old
friend of mine I fell out of touch with.
That should keep me going for while.
Connor: I use them whenever I have
an excuse (which isn’t that often).
Trevor: I don’t use them too often, but
I have two of them open to viewing if you
are willing to go in to my room.
Caitlin: Occasionally. I write letters,
and have been working on a story for a
long time.
Kim: I’m not opposed to typing with my
machines, I just never seem to have time.
Brian: I do, but less frequently than
I want. I need to make time. I am so far
behind, months behind, of replying to
typewritten correspondence, that I am
frankly ashamed of myself.
Do you repair your machines?
Ian: Yes. Usually with a large amount
of assistance… I guess I’m more pneumatically inclined than mechanically
inclined.
Connor: It depends on the complexity
of the repair, but I do what I can I do.
Trevor: I clean them, that’s about it.
Caitlin: No, Dad does.
Kim: I can only do very simple things,
mostly related to cleaning.
Brian: Yeah, that’s been known to
happen. ■
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ephemera : by peter weil

1

The Curious Case of the

Early Hall Model 1
at the Health Spa

today, our ephemeral window into the
history of typewriters is a cabinet card
photograph that encompasses a mixture
of players, a cultural belief in progressivism, the budding of healthcare as an
industry, and even the creation and marketing of granula, or, as you and I know it
today, “granola.” Oh, did I tell you that this
is the first photograph I have found in in
nearly a quarter century of searching that
documents a Hall index typewriter in its
natural habitat, an office? 1 And, almost
as exciting, the model is not just any Hall,
but instead a relatively rare example of
the early version of the model 1 or “New
York Hall,” which was introduced to the
market in 1881 and manufactured in this
original form until about the middle of
1884. The photograph brings with it questions about the date it was taken and about
the identity of its two subjects. What
follows is an attempt to answer these two
10 • ETCetera No. 121 • Summer 2018

fundamental questions as precisely as possible based on the results of my research
in books, scholarly library databases, and
the more broadly accessible web.¹ The
answers to these two questions, combined
with the determination of the identity
of the Hall in the photo relative to other
models, may shed some light on why the
Hall typewriter was in this office.
The first step in answering these two
questions must be the clear establishment of the identity of the Hall 1 and the
broader context in which it is historically
and physically located. Turning to the
first question, a brief history of the Hall
is in order. The Hall, the first commercially successful “index” typewriter, was
invented by its namesake, Thomas Hall
(1834-1911), 2 who was a pioneer designer
of an unmanufactured keyboard typewriter in 1867, claimed a role in the ironing
out of problems in the manufacturing

of the Sholes and Glidden, and was held
in high esteem by the early typewriter
industry for both his technical skills and
his comprehensive knowledge of patents.
Hall’s invention was produced in a series
of models: The 1 or “New York Hall,” the 2
or “Salem Hall,” the 3 or “Boston Hall.” The
location names are those most frequently
used by collectors, designations somewhat
reinforced by the surviving manufacturer’s advertising. However, the actual
designs are more varied than these city
designations would lead us to believe.
In addition, the New York-based Hall
Type-Writer Co. also produced another
of Thomas Hall’s designs, the very rare
Century, introducing it around 1887,
just before the move of Hall typewriter
production to Salem. Based on much of
the Hall Type-Writer’s technology, the
Century prints 100 characters from a type
sleeve that is inked by a roller. A December

2

4

3

5

1889 ad indicates that even after the Hall
Type-Writer Co. moved its production to
Salem, the Century sales and manufacturing appear to have been continued in
New York City by a new firm, the Thomas
Hall Co., at the original firm’s address. But
production and marketing continued until
at least 1893. See 3 for an etching of the
Century from a June 1892 Phonographic
World story.
The first Hall model was made by the
Hall Type-Writer Co. of New York. All
model 1’s share a basic design that is most
often associated with the rectangular
nickel-plated cover plate that holds the
molded rubber index that actually prints
the letters and figures. It includes 9 letter
and figure holes across in 8 rows (minus
one position for tiny alignment piercings
in the bottom row), giving 73 letters and
figures. The plate is engraved with the
company name and the New York location.
However, in New York, the model 1 was
manufactured in at least two versions, primarily distinguished by the positioning of
the right margin bell. In the original version, the bell is attached to the right vertical end of the frame. This bell attachment
on the first version can be seen in this
1881 ad introducing the model 4 and on
this Hall 1 (serial number 803), which was
made in about 1882.² 6 In the second version of the No. 1, the bell was moved from
the case to the right margin clamp that
was attached to the horizontal upper scale.
This minor but distinguishing change can
be seen in this Hall 1 with serial number
4401, which was made in late 1884 to mid
1885.³ 7 The exact point in time and in the
serial number sequence when this change
was made is not known, but it is likely at
some point no later than about mid-1884.⁴
By early 1887, just before the company left
New York, it modified the basic design and
renamed the new one the “Improved Hall.”
The number of letters plus figures was in-

6

7
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creased to 83. The large cover plate of the
first model was now replaced with a blued
steel one, the shape of the molded index
was changed from oblong to square, and a
lever was added to allow the easy release
of the index frame.
Upon the company’s move in 1887 to
Salem, Massachusetts, the Improved Hall
typewriter retained the maker’s name.
This is an advertisement for the slightly
modified machine, now often otherwise
called “The Improved Model Hall” (the
company’s designation), and “The Salem
Hall” (collectors’ designation) after its new
manufacturing location. 5 In 1889, the
company was reorganized as The National
Typewriter Co. and moved its manufacturing to Boston, Massachusetts. The model
manufactured there between 1889 and
1893 was the same “Improved” model that
had been made in Salem, although many
collectors mistakenly imply it is a different model by referring to it as the “Boston
Hall.” In essence, the “Improved” model
was manufactured in three different cities over its production run. However, the
“New Model Hall,” a somewhat modi12 • ETCetera No. 121 • Summer 2018

fied Hall model, also was manufactured
in Boston and introduced in 1891.⁵ This
image was at the center of an advertising
calendar used by the National company to
promote this new Boston model – technically, the Hall 3.⁶ 8 Data on the marketing
of the Hall in the post-1895 period were
not found, but most sources assert that the
New Model was sold into the late 1890s.
A combined total of around 14,000 Halls
of all models together were sold over the
course of about 15 to 20 years.⁷
In the context of this brief overview of
the Hall models, what model is presented
to us in the photograph in Figure 1 ? A
careful examination of the Hall in the
image shows first, a lightly-colored large
index frame cover plate, which looks like
a nickel-plated surface. That alone would
identify the machine as a model 1. 9
Moreover, if one focuses on the back area
of the inside of the frame on the right,
one sees a bell attached there. Thus the
Hall model in Figure 1 is the first version
of a New York Hall, i.e., the machine dates
from 1881 to around mid-1884. While the
Hall and its manufacturing period can be

specified, that information in itself does
not give an answer to the date the photograph was shot. Durable machines like the
Hall were often used for several years after
they were purchased. But, as will be seen,
the date range of the first version of the
New York Hall will contribute to a more
precise answer.
A second area of the context of the
photograph that includes the New York
Hall are its institutional and geographic
locations. The key to the identities of
both is found in the amateur photographer’s information stamped on the back
of the cardboard that holds the photograph. The cabinet card was shot by an
amateur photographer, John Woodruff
(1858-1898), whose name is documented
in his rubber stamp on the back (see 10 ).
The locations given there are “Sanatorium” and “Dunsville, N.Y.” While there
is a town near Albany called Dunsville,
that municipality never included any
business or public organization called
“Sanatorium.” However, a famous company with that formal name was located in
the very similarly named Dansville, New

9
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11

York, from 1884 until 1888. Actually, the
term “Sanatorium” was popularly used
to refer to the institution after its name
was formally changed to “Jackson Sanatorium” in 1888 and retained until 1904. It is
reasonable to conclude that the engraver
of the rubber stamp made an error and
that the resulting information from the
cabinet card refers to the Sanatorium in
Dansville, New York, during the ca. 18841904 period. It also is worth noting that
the photographer included the institution’s name in his stamp, so John Woodruff probably was a staff member of that
business. The institution’s name provides
us with a wide window, one we will narrow, of approximately two decades during
which Woodruff took the photograph. The
Sanatorium’s roots go back to 1854 when
it was founded as a health spa based on
its provision of mineral waters that were
thought to embody curative powers. It was
named “Our Home on The Hillside.” 11 It
went through various other names and
owners until it burned down in 1883 and
was rebuilt and named “The Sanatorium”
for the first time in 1884.⁸ The institutional
location for the office in the photograph
was in this facility. 12

The Sanatorium and its immediate
predecessors flourished as one of the most
successful health-related institutions in
the post-Civil War period in a milieu that
was filled with political, philosophical,
and theological concepts that included a
strong belief in “progress” and the capacity of Americans to solve problems ranging
from poverty to illness in more effective
ways that were based, in part, on science
and technological invention. While the
institution originally attracted patients
by offering its assertedly curative waters,
by 1882 its primary attraction, especially
for wealthier members of New York City
society, was the offering of comprehensive medical services that were combined
with new ideas about “proper” nutrition
and exercise as means to prevent illnesses
as well as to cure them. The other attraction was that Dansville, a town that had
a population of around 3600 in 1880, was
much cooler and considered much healthier than summertime New York City.
The Lackawanna Railroad provided easy
access from cities throughout the eastern U.S. One example of the institution’s
marketing of diet as a route to prevention
was its creation of a new food, a graham
flour mixture that was cooked, dried, and
crumbled to form a cereal that the Sanatorium labeled “Granula.” It was developed
by James Caleb Jackson in 1863, and after
originally being fed to patients visiting
the facility, was marketed throughout
its patient list under the Granula brand.⁹
Another example of the Sanatorium’s

innovative approaches to creating a new
kind of health facility was the writing,
editing, and regular publication of its
Laws of Life Magazine. Initiated in 1858, it
was sent to patients and potential patients
for 37 years. The publication contained
regular columns on nutrition and exercise
and the advertising included promotion of
brands that were seen as supporting the
organization’s health mission, including
some touting the company’s own Granula.
As will be seen, the production of the
magazine holds vital information that can
establish the date and the identification of
the subjects in the photo.
As noted earlier, in 1884 the institution was renamed as “The Sanatorium”
and James Hathaway Jackson (1841-1928),
son of the Granula inventor, took command of the institution. 13 The restarting
of the facility in a new building placed a
heavy burden on him, and he turned to
his 17-year-old son, James Arthur Jackson
(1868-1922), simply known as “Arthur,”
to assist him. No portrait of Arthur as an
adult was found, and the best indicator we
have of what he looked like is a portrait of
his father, James Hathaway. Among other
responsibilities, Arthur was assigned the
primary responsibility for writing and editing the Laws of Life. He continued to play
that role after taking over the de jure, not
de facto headship of the institution during
the 1888-1894 period. His father, James
Hathaway, retained actual control of the
institution, but allowing his son the title
as head made it possible for the company
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to escape financial difficulties. Arthur was
considered too young and inexperienced
to actually undertake a senior management position, and he also lacked the
medical credentials at the time that were
required to attract patients to the institution. For much of the remainder of the
decade, Arthur was often absent attending
medical school. His institutional responsibilities were nearly completely turned
over to his father and others.
At this point, it is critical to emphasize
that the 1880s were an important period
for the success of the typewriter industry, and that they were being purchased
for offices throughout America and in
much of Europe to assist in all areas of
communication, including the production of publications. Another viewing of
the mystery photo, Figure 1, which is the
focus of this discussion reveals a Remington model 2 attached to its baseboard and
placed upon an iron-based Remington
typewriter table. An 1885 advertisement
in the August, 1885 Laws of Life magazine
(and subsequently throughout its issues
of 1886) informs us that the Sanatorium
was promoting the Remington typewriter as a means to overcome “writers’
cramp” or “pen paralysis.”¹⁰ 15 These
data are a reasonable basis for a strong
suggestion that 1) the young man who
is the subject on the right is most probably Arthur, editor of the magazine, and
2) that the date range for his editorship
supports a date for the photo of between
1884 and 1894, the decade when Arthur
was most directly engaged in his editorial
and other responsibilities.
However, other evidence should allow
us to narrow the date range and to identify with significant certainty the subject
on the left. Even better, it also should
explain the presence of the New York
Hall typewriter in the institution’s office.
The evidence centers around Harry W.
Doremus (1864-1942). He spent most of
his childhood years in York, a town in the
same county as Dansville, home of the
Sanatorium. In December 1883, Doremus
joined the staff of the about-to-open,
newly rebuilt health spa as a stenographer. His gender was the most common
one to hold positions as stenographers
and typists throughout the 1880s. At
this point, Doremus was an ambitious,
twenty-year-old, unmarried young man.
By August of 1884, in addition to his day
job, he was offering stenographic classes
14 • ETCetera No. 121 • Summer 2018

in Dansville, and two months later he
was teaching shorthand classes there.
He then became the chief stenographer
for the Sanatorium in December, 1884.
He primarily was assigned to work with
the institution’s head, 45-year-old James
Hathaway Jackson. James Hathaway’s
responsibilities included the production
of the magazine, but that burden was by
then handed to Arthur, now 17 years of
age. It is highly probable that Doremus
assisted Arthur in the production of the
publication. Moreover, Doremus was
the agent for the Hall Type-Writer Co.
in Dansville. The documentation is in
the form of 1885 advertisements in the
institution’s Laws of Life magazine. 16 In
the ad, his agency’s address was given as
the Sanatorium. Note that the asserted
health claims contained in the institution’s ad for the Remington probably
were used to justify housing the agency
for the Hall within the health spa and
selling its product, the Hall, through the
spa’s house organ. Doremus continued
in his role as chief stenographer until
mid 1886, when he left to take a position
with the Standard Oil Co. in New York
City.¹¹ A single portrait of Harry Doremus
was found, and he is shown late in his
life.¹² 14 I leave it to others to decide how
closely he resembles the twenty-year-old
subject on the left. However, the center of
the face in both photos, especially around
the mouth, is strikingly similar in their
dour and determined aspects. That said,
the other evidence that the subject on the
left is Doremus is much stronger than the
evidence from this portrait.
Taken together, these data are the basis
for concluding that the subject on the
left sitting before the Remington 2 near
the Hall machine is almost surely Harry
Doremus in his role as chief stenographer
at the Sanatorium while carrying out his
December, 1884 to early 1886 more senior
position as chief stenographer. The early
version of the Hall near him is the basis of
suggesting that he probably had become
a Hall agent at the institution before the
second version of the model 1 was introduced at some point in 1884. In addition,
Doremus is likely acting as amanuensis to
aid the young Arthur Jackson. Lastly, since
Doremus only achieved his position as
chief stenographer in December of 1884,
the date of the photo is most probably
during the 1885 to mid 1886 period when
he held this position.
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The two subjects in the cabinet card
are likely Harry W. Doremus on the left
and Arthur Jackson on the right, both
of whom were enshrined in the image
during a period of about 15 months in
the middle of the 1880s. Given the differences in the clarity and specificity of the
available evidence, these conclusions are
not completely conclusive. But they are
reasonable and highly probable. Future
research and the availability of new
evidence might modify them. Meanwhile,
we can enjoy an historic peek into this
window on the Hall Index in its natural
habitat through a pane that is clearer than
when we began. ■
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pp. 247-248; “Newton B. Gorham, Plaintiff,
vs. James H. Jackson and Beatrice Hathaway
Hunter, Defendant: Applellants’ Brief,” New
York State Court of Appeals (1916); Rehr, Darryl, “The Hall Type Writers,” ETCetera, No.
35, June, 1996, cov. + pp. 4-5; Paul Robert and
Peter Weil, Typewriter: A Celebration of the
Ultimate Writing Machine (New York: Sterling
Publishers, 2016); Thomas A. Russo, Mechanical Typewriters (Atglen, PA: Schiffer, 2002);
“Thomas Hall,” The Executive Economist, vol. 2,
no. 1 (January, 1912), p. 11; “The Hall Typewriter,” Scientific American, vol. LV, no. 2 (July 10,
1886), pp. 24-25; The National Cyclopaedia of
American Biography, vol. 7 (New York: James
T. White & Co., 1897); Wadsworth, James, History of Livingston County, New York, From
Its Earliest Traditions to the Present Together
with Early Town Sketches, Dansville (NY):
F.A. Owen Publishing Co. (1905);
http://opacity.us/site113_jackson_sanatorium.
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7.
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9.

htm#historic|dansville;
https://theexplorographer.com/2012/02/ourcastle-on-the-hill/;
https://www.myheritage.com/names/harry_
doremus;
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_Creek_Sanitarium.
From the Martin Howard collection. Note
that the date given here for serial number 803
and other dates for Hall serial numbers are
primarily based on the publication of manufacturing figures in the Scientific American
issue listed in Endnote 1 above. Also, among
the survivors of Halls with serial numbers
below 1000, there are other examples like the
one presented here on which nearly all metal
parts are nickel plated. These surviving shiny
machines would have been made in 1881 and
around the first quarter of 1882.
From the Tony Casillo collection. It was Tony
Casillo who called my attention to this change
in bell position to create a second version of
the model 1. Thank you, Tony!
However, in ads, the bell was still illustrated
as being attached to the frame as late as 1885.
The changes that distinguish the New Model
were based on a second Hall index patent
granted in 1886. While the modifications were
touted as greatly strengthening all of the
working parts, the specific modifications are
most obvious when one looks at the top of the
cover plate. The index cover plate is made
of brass instead of the “Improved” model’s
blued steel. Above it is a rectangular box that
contains a holder for a color-coded index card
to facilitate clearer selection of what is to be
typed. The feature was termed “The Speed
Card” by the sales literature. A pointer was
attached to the end of the now nickel-plated
printing lever to be used in selecting the
intended letter or figure. The Improved model
had also used an optional card, but it was not
color coded. Other changes appear to be fairly
small and far less obvious. For example, a
lever was modified that controlled horizontal
spacing and markings were added to make
the adjustment easier. The introduction date
of 1891 is documented on both a February,
1891 National Typewriter Co. letterhead and
a September, 1891, billhead from a Hall agent
in San Francisco. The usual date given for the
introduction of the New Model Hall is two
years later, in 1893, and is thus incorrect.
The Washington Street address given in the
calendar ad is the second Boston location of
the sales office of the National company and
was occupied in 1894. The first one was on
Temple Place, the address from which the
New Model was first sold. Also, I think it is
likely that there are more New Model Boston
Hall typewriters in this single advertising
photograph than the number that survive
today.
The ca. 14,000 number includes only those
Halls made for the general market.
Figure 11 is an 1890 photograph of the
Sanatorium. In it, the building is basically
unchanged from the time it opened in 1884.
The details are unclear in the sources, but at
some point in the late 1870s or early 1880s,
John Harvey Kellogg of the Battle Creek
(Michigan) Sanatorium introduced a serial
that he branded as “Granula” to his patients
in Michigan, using the same nutritional jus-

tifications. He was threatened with a lawsuit
over the use of the name by the Sanatorium at
Dansville and settled the case by changing the
name of his product to “Granola.” Today, the
original form of Granula can be most easily
experienced by eating Post Grape-Nuts cereal.
C. W. Post had been a patient of Kellogg, had
experienced eating Granola there, and then
created his own company’s cereal made in a
similar manner to Granula and Granola. Thus
the idea for the product begins with Jackson
at the Sanatorium and ends with Post and
his cereal. By the way, the word “sanatorium”
at the time of the Civil War was understood
to mean a health resort for invalid soldiers.
Kellogg used the word for his institution by
the 1870s and later claimed he had created the
word as meaning an institution for preventive
health through diet and exercise.
10. The advertisement in the Sanatorium’s
magazine and the presence of the Remington
2 in the photograph are probable evidence of
a quid pro quo here for a free typewriter. The
linkage of the typewriter to the health mission of the institution is especially important
here. The patrons were wealthy and it is likely
that the readership was also. Such arrangements were extremely common between
typewriter companies and publishers. For my
discussion of these reciprocal relationships,
including one involving Remington, see my
article on page 7 in the March, 2011 issue of
ETCetera, “Product Placement in the ’80s:
Caligraph and Remington Typewriters in Late
19th Century Fashion Plates in Godey’s Lady’s
Book.”
11. Doremus married in the city in 1889 and
went on to work for the Wall Street Journal in
advertising sales and as a manager of another
Dow Jones company that offered advertising
services to the financial industry.
12. While this is problematic, I decided to reverse
the original image in which Doremus was
facing left to facilitate comparison with the
subject on the left who is facing right.

Endnotes for The Path of Invention
1. Michael H. Adler, The Writing Machine (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1973), 47-48.
2. Ibid., 191-201.
3. Ibid., 75-77.
4. Ibid., 81-83.
5. Ibid., in particular chapters 2-4.
6. Richard E. Dickerson, “Did Sholes and Densmore know what they were doing when they
designed the keyboard?,” ETCetera No. 6 (Feb
1989): 6-9.
7. California Typewriter, Doug Nichol, American
Buffalo Pictures (2016).
8. Patents are defined in two classes, utility and
design. In the USA, a design patent is identified with a “D” in front of the number and
utility patents have no leading letter (other
than “US” to indicate country of issuance).
Generally, a utility patent protects the way
an object is used and works. A design patent
protects how an object looks. While utility
patents can have many claims, a design patent
has only one. For a detailed discussion see the
US patent webpage https://www.uspto.gov/web/
offices/pac/mpep/s1502.html.
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show & tell : tony casillo

Munson
#1286

I believe that Munson serial numbers started at
#1000. This one may be the earliest one known. It
has an entirely nickel-plated carriage and rails, and
some other hardware differences I’ve never seen in
a Munson before. Instead of the usual metal type
sleeve, this one uses a black composite material with
brass edges. The serial number #1286 is stamped
into the machine itself; the wood base also has a
number stamped into it, but it seems like something
from the cabinet maker and not related to the typewriter. —Tony Casillo
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show & tell : max suravegin

Sholes
Visible

Max Suravegin recently cleaned and restored
his Sholes Visible. Only a few of us have had the
adventure of cracking open this rare machine to see
its unique mechanism. Thanks to Max for sharing
these glimpses of the restoration process and some
unusual angles on the restored machine. —Ed.
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portables, etcetera : by robert messenger

The Radio Typewriter
the term “radio typewriter” will
conjure a range of things. Perhaps, at a
stretch, the Gemini portable made for
Litton Industries by Silver-Seiko, which
had a medium wave-long wave radio
in its case. Or the machine patented by
Westport, Connecticut artist Melcon
Tashian in 1966, which proposed going
one step further and putting the radio in
the back of the typewriter itself. Maybe
some of the transmitting typewriters already covered in this column in ETCetera,
in issue 110 in the Fall of 2015.
The radio typewriters we will look
at here, however, were machines using
wireless impulses to transmit typed text
(in secret if needed), and were developed
in the period between 1922 and 1933 by
English-born William George Harold
Finch (1897-1990), a graduate of the University of Cincinnati, and by the maverick Detroit inventor Glenn William
Watson (1890-1969). While Finch moved
on from radio typewriters to the fields
of image and facsimile transmission,
Watson’s Watsongraph became the IBM
Radiotype and Watson went on to work
in other, associated areas into the 1960s,
with his final if ill-conceived claim to
fame being a telepathy typewriter.
This latter “invention” of Watson’s
will doubtless seem fanciful in the
extreme, right up there with the notion
that George Washington Newton Yōst
had communicated in 1895 (from his own
grave, mind) the words of the deceased
spiritualist Helene Petrova Blavatsky, the
founder of Theosophy. Madame Blavatsky’s “text” led to Posthumous Memoirs
… Dictated from the Spirit-World under the
Supervision of G.W.N. Yōst being published
by Joseph Marshall Wade in Boston in
1896. In his lifetime, Yōst had been deeply
influenced by a Chicago chancer calling
himself Dr. Henry D. Rogers. After Yōst’s
death, Rogers moved on to the equally
gullible Harriet E. Beach, widow of
another typewriter inventor, Alfred Ely
Beach. Rogers married Harriet in Egypt
and quickly made an unseemly grab for
her fortune. (See full story at https://
oztypewriter.blogspot.com.au/2011/06/onthis-day-in-typewriter-history-xxi.html)
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On the other hand, third-generation
inventor Glenn W. Watson—though
initially inspired by Charlie Chaplin’s
refusal to make talking movies—found
himself driven by a “divine plan”
(“Seek and you shall find”). And whatever chances he had of typing messages gathered telepathically, he had
certainly proved his worth with his
radio typewriter. It helped that, unlike
most inventors, the home-basementbased Watson was able to get substantial backing from the start of his
Watsongraph enterprise. The financing came from Frederick J. Wardell
(1866-1952), the Canadian-born Detroit
businessman who made his millions as
founder of the Eureka Vacuum Cleaner
Company (now part of Electrolux).
Watson believed an inventor needed
to be as much a salesman as an ideas
man—and, away from his basement,
he was a salesman in “real” life. He also
gained much widespread and useful
publicity for the Watsongraph, even if
some of it was fake news. His obituary
in the Detroit Free Press gave fresh life
to a claim that Watson had “dramatically demonstrated” his machine by
sending a message to Admiral Richard
E. Byrd in Antarctica, on February 25,
1931. Byrd, however, was actually in
Detroit itself that very day, having returned to the US on June 18, 1930. Byrd
did make groundbreaking use of radio
in 1930, but only to communicate with
the US from a radio station in Dunedin
in New Zealand. Byrd also fulsomely
praised a supply of Underwood portables used on the 1928-30 expedition,
which his team described as their favoured “pets.” However, during Byrd’s
second expedition south, in 1935, the
explorer used an IBM Radiotype—developed from the Watsongraph—to
send a test message 11,000 miles from
Antarctica to an IBM receiving station
in Ridgewood, New Jersey.
Watson’s radio typewriter, with a
theoretical capacity of 1200 letters a
minute, was indeed first demonstrated
on February 25, 1931, but rather than
reach Antarctica, messages were sent

Watsongraph on August 1931 edition of Radio-Craft

Glenn W. Watson

between two rooms in Wardell’s own
Detroit hotel. It was an event that was
likened by one reporter, the Detroit
Tribune’s well-informed radio editor
Larry Wolters, to Alexander Graham
Bell’s first telephone call, in Boston 75
years earlier. Time reported, under the
heading “Radio Writer” in its science
section, “Two men in Detroit … were
busy running back and forth between
two rooms of the Wardell Hotel. They
were demonstrating for the first time
a new radio typewriter, called a Watsongraph, to representatives from the

US Government, the Michigan State
Police, the Press. One man was the hotel owner, white-haired Fred Wardell …
He had furnished the money to exploit
the new invention. The other man, who
inspected his guests owlishly through
horn-rimmed glasses, was the inventor,
Glenn W. Watson, one-time salesman.”
There were no doubt dozens of
newspaper reporters storming into
their offices the day after similar
stories ran across the US, demanding
that their employers invest in Watson’s
apparatus. Among many other uses,
Watson had signalled that foot-slogging roundsmen, out on their beats,
could use his machine to send their
copy straight through to typewriters
in their newsrooms, saving them the
trouble of finding a phone and calling a copytaker. But the Watsongraph
never reached the market, at least not
under that name. The one major problem it encountered was the availability
of radio frequencies, which Wolters
pointed out in his article “Magic Touch
of Radio is Given to Typewriter—Machine Hurls Words Through Air.” Wolters said radio frequencies were at that
time “not abundant.” One newspaper
suggested “Telegrams May Be Shot
to Radio,” but Wolters wrote that all
radio channels were occupied, whereas
96 messages (48 in each direction)
could be sent simultaneously over one
pair of wires through “carried current telegraphy.” Admittedly, just one
telephone call would reduce that to 76
messages, as the voice covers a wider
band of frequencies.
Another Illinois newspaper, the
Decatur Herald, while praising the
Watsongraph (“Here’s Typewriting by
Radio”), said in the same spread that
the “Telegraph-Typewriter is Still a
Wonder.” The latter machines had been
installed in the Herald’s offices in 1927
and operated by wire from the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company in
Chicago. They worked with “uncanny
perfection,” but could be rendered useless by bad weather. “It is to eliminate
this hazard that the wireless typewriter
has been developed.” In an adjoining
article, the Herald suggested Watson’s
invention “seems likely to remove human communications one step further
from the dangers of their greatest foes,
the elements.”

Watson had certainly moved ahead
swiftly from a situation in 1929 when,
according to Wolters, he knew no more
about electricity than he’d found out
operating his son’s toy train. In the
months immediately after the Watsongraph’s launch, the demand by investors to get in on the act was intense. In
one case, in Detroit in mid-April 1931,
Russell L. Bailey petitioned for an injunction to stop Watson’s negotiations
with Radio Industries Inc., estimated
to be worth up to $50 million. Bailey
said he had been promised a 26% stake
in the Watsongraph, as he had been involved in its invention and promotion.
Circuit Judge Harry Keidan awarded
him a measly 1%. The deal with Radio
Industries went ahead, although for
nothing like the vaunted $50 million.
Indeed, RI president Walter Stedeker
Lemmon (1896-1967) thought the invention needed “bringing to perfection,”
and did that himself. (Ironically, Lemmon had studied electrical engineering
at Columbia University with William
Finch.) Just before Christmas 1932, the
Watsongraph, still being called by that
name, powered by a three-watt transmitter and described as a micro-wave
radio typewriter, was again demonstrated, this time in New York. It was
successfully tested between the Bank
of Manhattan on Wall Street and The
New York Times Annex on Forty-Third
Street, 3¾ miles apart.
In his demonstrations in Detroit and
New York, Watson used an Electromatic
as the basis of his prototype system. As
Darryl Rehr has pointed out, the Electromatic started out in 1925 as an electrified
version of the Remington No. 12. Rehr
dates the story back to 1914 and John
Fields Smathers’ concept of a typewriter
driven by a continuously rotating roller;
eventually, North East Electric motors
were attached to power this roller. This
joint venture failed for lack of commitment by Remington, but in October 1929,
that part of North East Electric not taken
over by General Motors became Electromatic Typewriters. While Smathers was
still involved, the Electromatic’s chief
designer was Russell Griffith Thompson,
and production started in Rochester,
New York, in late May 1930.
In short time the Watsongraph
became IBM’s Radiotype, but IBM’s
Archives give no credit for it to Watson
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whatsoever. Instead, Lemmon gets all
the kudos. IBM claims:
“The first working model of the
Radiotype was fabricated in 1931 in
the laboratory of Radio Industries
Corporation under the direction of
Walter S. Lemmon, who was then the
company’s president, Clyde J. Fitch,
an engineer, and A. M. Nicolson.
Lemmon later demonstrated the
working model to IBM’s president
Thomas J. Watson, and rights to the
product were acquired by IBM in
August 1933. Walter Lemmon then
became general manager of IBM’s
new Radiotype Division … With
the US entry into World War II, the
Signal Corps ordered quantities of
the Radiotype machines to equip its
stations in San Francisco, Honolulu,
Panama, Puerto Rico and elsewhere.
Other Radiotype installations in New
York, Atlanta, Dayton, Omaha and
Seattle were linked to the US Signal
Corps communications headquarters
and its central radio station WAR in
the Pentagon. These various stations
handled a wartime peak of 50 million words a day … and could move
a single short message around the
world in under four minutes.”

Watson in 1963 (above)
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Glenn W. Watson was decidedly
short-changed in all this. In exchange
for signing off on his invention, he was
employed by IBM as a mature age student engineer from December 1933 and
moved temporarily to Binghamton, New
York, assigning to IBM transmitting machines and communication and signaling systems—such as radio alarms put
into use by police. Perhaps still clinging on to hopes of due recognition, he
demonstrated the IBM Radiotype to law
enforcement and government officials
in January 1934.
Watson returned to Detroit in 1938
and the following year dreamed up
steam engines for airplanes. He subsequently developed a machine to read
aloud to the blind, an electric inscription and signature writer (patented
1937, #2,089,632 and #2,091,060) and the
“telepiano,” which transmitted musical notes (patented 1934, #1,978,828).
James S. Pooler of the Detroit Free Press
reported in August 1950 that Watson
had applied for a patent for a machine

to “transmit and record mental telepathy,” but it wasn’t granted (Watson’s
own patent attorney was none too keen
on the idea). Watson believed he could
build the machine for $2500, but needed
a backer with a spare $10,000, and then
he could market the Telepathy-Type
for $97. According to his obituary, “Of
the scepticism that greeted the device
[which he “considered his greatest
accomplishment”], he said: ‘No one
believes in anything new. So an inventor has to be a salesman too.’” I won’t
waste space here by describing how the
Telepathy-Type was supposed to work,
but any reader wanting more details
can contact me.
Coinciding with the massive nationwide publicity given to Watson’s
radio typewriter, William Finch began
to switch his attention from work on a
similar system, which he had started
in 1922, to broadcasting images and
facsimile machines. Finch was also a
communications visionary, but in other
ways he was the complete antithesis of
Watson. While Watson was still regarded as a salesman-turned-student by
IBM, Finch was an academic, a pioneering journalist on radio matters, an
astute businessman, a military figure,
and a communications leader throughout his adult life.
Finch had moved with his family
from Birmingham in England to Cincinnati in 1906 and his fascination with
electronics began when he was still at
Woodward High School. He went on to
the University of Cincinnati’s cooperative engineering program in 1914 and
the radio communication course at the
Marconi Institute in New York City in
1917. Finch completed a special course in
radio engineering at Columbia University in 1923.
In November 1923 Editor and Publisher announced that the radio transmission of news to “an ordinary model
of typewriting machine” had been
achieved by Finch, his US Navy colleague A.M. Stevens, and William A.
Bruno. The apparatus was called the
high speed automatic radio printer system, and it made a “startling advance”
in secret radio transmission. “It was
Finch who invented the basic principle,” said Moses Koenigsberg, president of the Hearst-owned International
News Service, which filed the story of

Editor and Publisher’s announcement.
“The Finch relay was patented as early
as 1920,” Koenigsberg added. “The
International News Service became interested in the project. They purchased
Finch’s invention and took it off the
market.” Finch had become radio engineer and editor of the International
News Service in 1921.
On Christmas Eve 1929 Finch took
the American Telephone and Telegraph
Company and its engineer Baxter E.
Hamilton to the Federal Court, suing
them for infringement of rights and
accusing AT&T of trying to monopolize
radio transmission and using interference tactics before the commissioner of
patents. After almost nine years’ work,
the final link in Finch’s radio typewriter system was patented in April 1931
(#US1801146A). The patent description
states, in part, “The principal object
of my invention is the provision in the
radio receiving apparatus of a wireless
typewriter of a new and improved relay
adapted for translating said impulses
into wireless typewriter operation.”
Finch established a radio typewriter
fax press circuit between New York
City and Chicago in 1932 and between
the US and Mexico and Cuba the following year.
In 1935 Finch set up Finch Telecommunications, Inc. in New York, with a
laboratory in Manhattan. He had been
a member of the Radio Consultative
Committee of the US Congressional
Advisory Board and of the technical
commission on radio and cable communications for the American Newspaper
Publications Association in 1924, a delegate to the International Telegraphic
and Radio Telegraphic Conference in
Madrid in 1932, and a delegate to the
North America Radio Conference in
Mexico City the following year. As well
as all this, Finch’s work with his radio
typewriter had attracted the attention
of the US Navy, which recruited him as
an electrical engineer to its Communication Reserve in 1929. In the Second
World War he was in charge of the
Navy’s electronic warfare operations.
He retired as a captain in 1959, by which
time his early work on the radio typewriter had long been forgotten. ■
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New on
the Shelf
Ping Amranand: Royal P #P28356
(green & black) 1
Uwe Bethmann: Rofa 4 #30203 2 (does
anyone know of a higher serial number?)
Peter Eipers: Underwood Universal
#F43233 w/ stand, 3 Rooy #34294, Groma
Kolibri Luxus #A18172
Don Feldman: Odell 1b, Odell 4
Guillermo Fernández Boan: Stenotype
Grandjean, Odell 5, 4 Rem-Sho 4, Fox 3,
Diamant 1, Groma Gromina, IBM D Executive, Groma Kolibri, Regia Mixta
Thomas Fürtig: Minerva Braille, 5
blue Sabb M28 6
Glenn Gravatt: Remington 2 #5464
(made 1883 at the Ilion, NY Armory
before E. Remington & Sons sold the
typewriter business) 7
Thomas Kramer: Kanzler 4,
Mentor Visible 8
Flavio Mantelli: 1870 Phelps & Philips printing telegraph patent model
#103,496; 1885 Horrocks typewriter
cabinet patent model #333,225
Peter Muckermann: Helios #3462, 9
Titania 3 #9739
Franz Pehmer: Lloyd (Stoewer 2), 10
Princess 2
Richard Polt: green Signature 810
electric, 11 Olivetti Lexikon 80E 12
Manfred Rommel: Royal P #P101879
(wood-grain finish, Hungarian kbd.) 13
Dale Schellenger: Crandall Universal 3
#20181, Fox Sterling #12762, white Underwood 3-bank #150583, Peoples 2 #3443,
Remington port. 1 #NP10537
Sirvent brothers: burgundy HispanoOlivetti Studio 46 #584730, Constanta
#10595, 14 Imperial Good Companion
Secretariate #L-143 w/special case 15
Maxim Suravegin: Halda 4 & 12, 16
Postal 3, Baka 1, Edelmann, Hammond
Ideal 1b & 2, Ideal Polyglott, Mignon 2
Cyrillic, gold Olympia, green Orga Privat,
17 early Torpedo 5 (1911) 18
Henry Taylor: Remington Noiseless 11
# T15066 19
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Historische Burowelt
ifhb.de

No. 111, April 2018

HBw-Aktuell

• Inventor Heinrich Schweitzer
• Rheinmetall & Eichner accounting
machines
• The last Stoewer prototypes

No. 72, April 2018

ifhb.de

April 2018

• Fennia (Crandall) typewriter
• Candidates for IFHB board of directors
• Museum exhibits
• Collectors’ meetings

May 2018

• Moskva portable
• IFHB meeting in Essen
• eBay highlights

segretariacollezionisti@gmail.com

typexnews.com

Vol. 30, No. 2, May 2018

• European news
• Astoria, OR type-ins
• Typewriters on cards
• Spook typewriter

• Designer Marcello Nizzoli
• Dactylette
• Hammond
• Inventor Celestino Galli
• Michela stenograph
• Olivetti M20 escapement
• Typewriter decals

Ads
For sale: Typewriters from the Weil collection are now available for purchase.
(Three examples at right.) More than 50
machines, both 19th and 20th centuries,
many different manufacturers, including: 1887 Crandall New Model, 1898 Oliver
2, colored portables 1920s-1950s, Blick 5
aluminum, Odell 3, Wagner Underwood 4,
one of the earliest Remington #1 portables,
nickel-plated Royal P portable, Hammond
Scientific & Mathematical Folding Portable
with 4-row shuttle, rare very early Royal
10, fine 1960s Olympia SG1. Miscellaneous
office items include Caligraph iron-based
typewriter table, Smith Premier oak small
4-drawer desk, very rare early Williams
Automatic Bank Punch, 1896 Hotchkiss
stapler. To obtain a complete list of the
typewriters and other items for sale, please
contact Peter Weil at pmweil@udel.edu.
We are experts in selling typewriters and
calculators. We are specialized in selling
complete collections—machine by machine. During the last 5 years we sold more
than 5000 machines via eBay. You will find
us under galerie-alte-technik on german
eBay (ebay.de). Galerie Alte Technik GmbH,
Fritz Niemann, Rosinenstr. 26, 49201 Dissen, Germany. 0049 - 171 - 56 99 348.
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For sale: 3 Keystones for sale or trade.
(photo above) Buy one or take them all. Tony
Casillo, typebar@aol.com. Additional contact
information at www.typewritercollector.com.
Wanted: Buying rare typewriters, books,
etc. For a research project, seeking information, books, photos & serial numbers of

Hammonds, Varitypers, and Merritts. Max
Suravegin, max@besttypewriter.com.
For sale: Typewriter & office machine collection for sale by longtime ETCA member
in Puerto Rico. Luis Arias, 787-792-2406 or
787-631-2439, ariasluism33@gmail.com.

